
Perfect Audio Transmission

Lossless sound quality with 48K sampling rate and 5ms ultra-low latency.

Wide Wireless Coverage

The number of wireless APs could increase by connecting to a POE network switch.

Speech-to-text

Support speech-to-text of wired and wireless unit simultaneously

Automatic Camera tracking

The system could automatically switch the camera to track the speaker.

l Simultaneous interpretation

Support multiple languages switching and simultaneous interpretation in maximum 64 languages.

Fire alarm

The alarm goes off immediately to urge people to evacuate the venue when encountering emergency.

System Features
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TS-0300M  Series 

MAKE YOUR COMMUNICATION EASIER



16-zone phase control 

Speech-to-text

*  4.3-inch IPS full-color touch screen with a simple interface.
*  Adopts 100M network transmission. And the network connection adopts network 

cable hand in hand, which is convenient for wiring.
*  Perfect sound quality with a bandwidth of 80Hz-16KHz and sampling rate up to 

48K.
*  Communication adopts standard TCP/IP protocol, and each unit can support ping 

packet function.
*  With two 3.5mm headphone jacks, you can listen to the sound of any one of 63+1 

channels.

TS-0305/ TS-0305A
New Conference System Chairman/ Delegate Unit

*  Supports real-time transcribing of received voice into text 
in a secure offline scene; Audio file with formats including 
mp3\wav\wma\mp4\avi could be uploaded to transcribe 
into text.

*  H igh transcribing accuracy with Mandarin up to 98%, 
Cantonese transcribing rate ≥90%

*  Speech transcribing speed ≤ 200 milliseconds, enabling 1 
hour of audio recognition within 5-10 minutes.

*  The server can tell the conversation scene from the 
received audio and provide intelligent pause and 
punctuation advice.

TS-8611
New Conference System Server

*  A maximum of 63+1 channels wired simultaneous 
interpretation.

*  Hand-in-hand cable connection, easy for installation and 
maintain.

*  Powerful 16-channel output function with three modes: 
role separation, simultaneous transmission and phase 
control output mode.

*  With USB recording function, it can record and play 
meeting records.

*  It controls audio matrix settings, 16-channel grouping 
output mode switching, microphone switching, and role 
separation controller through WEB.

*  Both 16 multi-function output and 2 LINE OUT have 10-
band EQ adjustment function.

TS-0300M
New Conference System Controller

Related Products

*  4.3-inch capacitive touch screen and 48KHz sampling rate.

*  With the function of intelligent detection of faults, it prompts the user for AP failure, host 

communication failure, weak signal etc.

*  Advanced processing chip architecture, and unique processing algorithms, microphone boot 

connection time is only 5 seconds.

*  128-bit AES encryption and WPA/WPA2 wireless security technology help prevent 

eavesdropping and unauthorized access.

*  With voice control, the microphone can be turned on intelligently. You can adjust voice 

sensitivity and set the off time by the PC software.

TS-W301/ TS-W301A
Wireless Conference System Chairman/ Delegate Unit
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